DALMAIN PRIMARY SCHOOL
Newsletter—April 2022

Dear Parents & Carers,

Check out the Key Dates
for the Summer Term on
p.2 to see what exciting
events we have planned
for the rest of this year!

The term started with an exceptional display of literary masterpieces demonstrated
through our Writing Exhibition. Having been inspired by Amanda Gorman’s ‘Change Sings’,
we were delighted to share some of our work from Writing Week and we were thrilled to
have so many families and friends coming in to school to celebrate the children’s
achievements. And who could forget this year’s Reading Week?! From the daily Drop Everything & Read to the pyjama party, and of course
World Book Day, there was something there for everyone to enjoy, not to mention the incredibly generous donations which totalled a
staggering £2,343.07. More information is include on page 3 of this newsletter. We are very excited about spending this money on new
books for the School Library and we still have one more thing to look forward to – our visiting author, Benjamin Dean, will be coming in to
Dalmain on Monday 25th April to tell us all about his publishing journey and the inspiration behind his story about family, love and inclusivity
(‘Me, My Dad and the End of the Rainbow’); plus giving some tips to children on writing their own colourful adventures. We can’t wait! A
huge thank you to all within our community for their support, and to Miss Bissell and Mr O’Donovan for leading such brilliant weeks!
The retrofit eco works at the school are making good progress and I am delighted to
say that they are nearly finished. They are already making such a huge difference to
the air quality, ventilation and insulation in the Y3 & Y4 areas, and our new skylights
are simply spectacular! These works have made an enormous difference to this
teaching space! Thank you to everyone for being so patient while we have
undertaken these works, and we very much hope that the scaffolding will be down by
the time we come back after Easter. Once they are, Y3 & Y4 will resume their
drop-off and pick-up points in the main playground, rather than in the Pen, but look
out for final confirmation of this in due course.
Looking ahead to the Summer Term, we have reinstated as many of our ‘normal’ events as possible and we cannot wait to enjoy them
together. Please check all dates carefully on Page 2 and look out for further information about each of these events as the term
progresses.
One of the things we are looking forward to a lot is voting for the new 2022-23 class names, particularly because we have not been able to
do this in person since 2019. Run by the School Council, everyone who attends Dalmain Primary School will have a vote and will be able to
choose from one of six themes. These themes are currently under discussion with the School Council and children across the school will
also be invited to put their suggestions forwards. On voting day, children and staff will choose their favourite theme and the winner will
inspire all class names for the 2022-23 academic year. Last time, we had a 92% turn out and
we are hoping for a full 100% turn out this time! Please get your suggestions in to School
Council in the next few weeks!
None of the wonderful learning, either in or outside the classroom, could be achieved without
our team of incredibly dedicated and passionate teaching staff at Dalmain. Each and every
one of them give so much to our community and are relentless in their pursuit of excellence
for every child. A huge thank you to all of the staff at Dalmain Primary School for their hard
work every day – you are incredible and we are so lucky to have you!
I hope that you enjoy reading our wonderful newsletter and we wish you a safe and restful
Easter break. See you all for the start of the Summer Term on Tuesday 19 th April.

Best wishes, Ms Eisele—Headteacher

General school email: admin@dalmain.lewisham.sch.uk
Other Contacts
For specific queries, please use the contacts below:
Admissions (including Nursery & Reception intakes), attendance, meal choices, breakfast or after-school
clubs: attendance@dalmain.lewisham.sch.uk
Finance, curriculum clubs, instrumental lessons, trips, medicines or allergies: office@dalmain.lewisham.sch.uk
Covid 19 related issues, including reporting a positive case: covid@dalmain.lewisham.sch.uk
After-school club: please note the after-school club number is 07710 362 100, operating from 3:15 - 6pm. This number should
be used for pick-up arrangements for our after-school club only.

Key Dates—Summer
Term 1 & 2
We will provide more information regarding the below closer to the time but we are
circulating these dates now to help families plan for such a busy and exciting term.
All dates will also be listed on our website.

Summer Term 1
Monday 25th April: Author Visit (postponed from Reading Week)
Monday 2nd May: Bank Holiday Monday – no school or clubs
Wednesday 4th May: Voting Day for Class Names 2022-23
Friday 6th May 9:00am: FoD Coffee Morning
W/b 9th May: SATs Week – Monday-Thursday
W/b 16th May: Y6 PGL Residential Trip
W/b 23rd May: Art Exhibition
W/b 30th May: Half Term
Summer Term 2
Monday 6th June: Inset Day – school starts Tuesday 7th June
Friday 10th June 9:00am: FoD Coffee Morning
Thursday 16th June 9:15 – 10:45am: New Reception Welcome Open
Morning (parents only)
th
Saturday 18 June: Choir performing at Mountsfield Park
W/b: 20th June: Y4 Naturesbase Trip
Weeks of 20th June, 27th June & 4th July: Reception Stay & Play
Thursday 23rd June 5:00pm: LAMDA Showcase
Early July: Y6 SATs results published – exact date TBC by DfE
Monday 11th July 2:00pm: Y6 End of Year Performance
Tuesday 12th July 6:00pm: Y6 End of Year Performance
Thursday 14th July 3:30-4:30pm: Progress Party in classrooms &
collection of reports – all children, parents & carers invited
Monday 18th July: Meet the new class teacher / transition morning
19th July: Y3 & 4 Disco and 20th July: Y5&6
Thursday 21st July 3:15pm: Last Day of 2021-22 Academic Year
Date still TBC: Sports Day

I am writing to you all to share and celebrate
the fantastic success of Dalmain’s Reading
Week 2022. The whole community rallied together to share in the joy of reading, with an
impressive total of 93,228 minutes of reading recorded in our Sponsored Read. Congratulations
to Alcorn Class (Y2), Bazalgette Class (Y3) and Miyazaki Class (Y5) who were our top 3 class
winners, reading the most minutes collectively as a class. Huge congratulations to all pupils and
families who took part and donated in our Sponsored Read – we raised a staggering £2,343.07
towards purchasing new books for our school library. You are all amazing!
We now have the exciting task over the coming weeks of choosing an
extensive range of literature to appeal to all readers .
Staff and pupils also enjoyed a number of other
events across the week – thank you to those
who attended the after-school Reading Pyjama
Party. There were interactive log fires, ghost stories, storytelling in a
foreign language and cushions galore! Drop Everything and Read
(DEAR) proved popular once again; children (and teachers!) loved the
opportunity to put aside all distractions and read for pleasure every day.
In addition to this, it was amazing see so many children walking around
the school in search of our mystery book trail! There were certainly
some well-known favourites to be found – can you guess this one?! We
also found out the exciting news that a
very special author will be visiting Dalmain early next term, after a
postponement due to Covid. Benjamin Dean, author of ‘Me, My
Dad & The End Of The Rainbow’, will be telling us all about his
publishing journey and the inspiration behind his story about
family, love and inclusivity; he will also be giving the children some
tips on how to write their own exciting adventures. It was no
surprise that his book was voted as Dalmain’s favourite ‘Book of
Pride’ and we can’t wait to meet him.
Last but certainly not least, World Book Day was a fantastic
celebration of our most-loved books, and we were so impressed
with the range of presentations and costumes we saw. Well done
to all children, and particularly our World Book Day winners who
have been awarded a book of their choice for the library.
Best wishes, Ms Bissell
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Nur ser y—Lakwena Class
The Nursery children have had a bustling term, filled with many highlights of awe and wonder. We have been learning
about nature by engaging in longitudinal observations and discussions about the life cycles of butterflies and frogs. The
theme of nature has been a major aspect of our learning throughout this term. We welcomed the arrival of our caterpillars
and were delighted with the appearance of frog spawn in our pond. The children have immersed themselves in their
studies and are always keen to discuss their observations among themselves or with an adult. They have been amazing.

We have also been looking at ways of attracting birds to our garden, and so far we have planted a few shrubs and
strategically placed several bird feeders in our trees. So far the feeders have been empty but we have spotted several
pigeons. Only time will tell if we succeed in attracting a range of smaller birds.
The children talked excitedly about the characters they would be representing during the run up to World Book Day and
they did not disappoint. We were graced with an amazing array of costumes and props. Well done and thank you to all the
Nursery parents who designed and made their children’s costumes. It was so difficult to choose a winner as they were all
winners, but Robin was chosen for accurately retelling his story and also acting in role as the wolf character from the book
‘Little Red.’ Well done, Robin!
Another highlight for the Nursery children was Red Nose Day. They talked about sharing with
others who are less well-off and Klay reminded us that: ‘Caring is sharing.’ Well done Lakwena
Class, for your enthusiasm and your willingness to have a go.

Reception—Gaudi Class
The children in Gaudi class have worked so hard this term and it is so exciting to see all the wonderful progress they have made! They
have been producing amazing writing, artwork, wonderful small world creations as well as growing increasingly confident in sharing
their ideas with others.
As the theme this term was all about growth, our main books were ‘The Tiny Seed’ by Eric Carle and ‘The Extrarodinary Gardener’ by
Sam Boughton. The children sowed runner beans and wildflower bombs in our playground and have enjoyed seeing how they have
grown. They learnt all about the parts of a plant and how to take care of them. They have created and painted flowers giving them fun
and exciting names, and with the support from our parents and carers a flower shop was set up outside which the children are still
busily operating every day. They have been wrapping the flowers, completing order forms and creating price tags as well as exchanging
coins.

Another highlight of this term was Reading Week! Each day we focused on a classic children’s book. We had tigers for tea, pancakes for
wolves, bear hunts, patchwork elephants and of course, the Gruffalo! The children created their own books inspired by these tales and
also enjoyed presenting their own favourite stories on World Book Day! We read lots of other stories throughout the day to do our bit in
the Usbourne Reading Challenge. We are very excited about all the new books that will be bought for the library.
Forest School has provided us all with great joy this term as we have seen new buds on trees, spring flowers blooming and frog spawn
appearing in the pond! With the discovery of the frog spawn the children were eager to learn about the life cycle of the frog, and they
have already seen the spawn develop into tadpoles! As we were learning about life cycles, we couldn’t resist reading ‘The Hungry
Caterpillar’ a firm favourite amongst the children (and teachers) of Gaudi class. The children learnt about the life cycle of a butterfly;
they retold the story using a story map and during PE the children even acted out each part of the life-cycle.
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Reception—Hadid Class
Reading week had us all excited as we read, where, when and what we
wanted to. Bookish play was such fun as we had Tea with a Tiger, Pancakes
with Mr Wolf, a colourful explosion with Elmer and adventures with the
Gruffalo. As well as all of these exciting tales, the children had a go at creating
their own story books based on their favourite tale.
Spring has definitely sprung with the help
of Hadid Class. The children have basked
in the sunshine, enjoying the outdoor role
play provision- The Flower Shop. From writing price labels to
wrapping flowers and ‘selling them’ using the coins in the
till- using their mathematical understanding- this really brought
the learning to life. With great imagination and creativity, the children even designed their own flowers, giving them imaginary
names.
Reading the stories ‘The Tiny Seed’ by Eric Carle and ‘The
Extraordinary Gardener’ by Sam Boughton, the children have
learned about what plants need to grow and have planted some
seeds themselves, which they have been looking after very well. We
explored and observed seeds in different fruits and the children did
some observational drawings
of these. During a Forest
School session, the children
noticed the frog spawn. As a result, led by the children’s interest,
they learnt about the life cycle of a frog. Using the story ‘The Very
Hungry Caterpillar’ ,the children
have also learnt about the life
cycle of a butterfly.
British Science Week did not go
unnoticed. The theme this year was ‘Growth’ .We learnt about the
importance of science in everyday life, discussed scientists we knew
and conducted some experiments. We also made bean diaries to see
how the beans have been growing.
Hadid class should be proud of their learning this half term; they have
certainly shown growth over this period of time!
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Ye a r 1 — S h o n i b a r e C l a s s
Shonibare Class have gone from strength to strength this term, and we are so proud of
them! They have made incredible progress across all curriculum areas.
Our topic this term has been space, and we have absolutely loved it! In History, we have
studied three significant astronauts- Neil Armstrong, Mae Jemison and Tim Peake. We
have considered how we can find out more information about history through a variety of
sources. We used books, videos, newspaper articles, the internet and even Twitter to find
out more information about these individuals and life in space!
In English, we have read two space themed books- ‘Beegu’ by Alexis Deacon and ‘Astro Girl’ by
Ken Wilson-Max. This culminated in writing a non-fiction book about space which we took great
pride in.
Our Science topic this term was Animals and we thought about the features of different animals,
and about why certain animals might have certain features because of where they live or how
they survive. Then we began to use the words carnivore, herbivore and omnivore to describe
animal diets. We became scientists and inspected animal ‘poo’ to find out what different
animals ate!
In Maths we have been working on our addition and subtraction within 10. We have been using
the number facts we have been learning this year to add and subtract within 10 quickly and
accurately. Adding and subtracting 0, 1, and 2 to numbers within 10 has become second nature to us! We also
incorporated some art into our Maths lessons when we made ‘number bond hands’.
In RE we were learning about churches. For this, we went on a trip to St Saviour’s Church, where we met
Father David who gave us a very informative tour. It was great to consolidate our learning and have a
Christianity expert answer our questions!

Ye a r 1 — B a s q u i a t C l a s s
This term we have had so much fun learning all about space. In
History, we have learnt about inspiring individuals such as Neil
Armstrong, Mae Jemison and Tim Peake. We have explored what it
would be like to be an astronaut in space and have demonstrated
our knowledge through making our own amazing space fact files.
We have also enjoyed the stories ‘Beegu’ and ‘Astro Girl’. Beegu is a
three-eyed alien who crash-landed her spacecraft in our playground!
Astro Girl is a young girl who aspires to be an astronaut just like her
mum. In Maths, we have learnt to solve addition and subtraction equations and to balance equations either side of the
equivalence sign (=). We have developed our understanding of doubling and halving as well as consolidating our number
knowledge in recalling number bonds to 10. In RE we have learnt about Christianity and Christian traditions. We really
enjoyed our visit to St. Saviour’s church, where Father David told us a lot about the church and the Christian faith. We
were also able to share our learning with him too! In PSHE the children have developed their understanding of the human
body and, linking with our Science work, they have discussed the similarities and differences between girls and boys as well as different
types of animals. We have used vocabulary including herbivore, carnivore and omnivore to classify an animal by its diet. We even spent a
lesson investigating three different types of animal poo! The kids
thought it was disgusting even though it was not real poo!
Well done to all the children in Basquiat class, you have all worked
extremely hard this half term. You have been fantastic! Have a lovely
break, and we look forward to welcoming you back in the summer
term.
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Ye a r 2 — A l c o r n C l a s s
Alcorn class have thoroughly enjoyed their topic of ‘Amazing Africa’ this half term.
Our key text for Teaching of Reading, ‘Amazing Africa’ by Atinuke, has given us a
great overview of the continent, and in Geography we have been learning
specifically about the climate, sights and people of Somalia. In Science, we have
been learning about animals in Somalia – their habitats, microhabitats and the
food chains they are a part of. We are excited about visiting the Horniman
Museum next half-term for an ‘Around Africa’ workshop to consolidate our
learning! Additionally, we have continued our learning about the environment
from previous half-terms through reading ‘We Are Water Protectors’ by Carole
Lindstrom, which inspired our letters to the Mayor of London, explaining the
problem of water pollution and how we might fix it. In Maths, we have covered a
range of challenging topics from telling the time to addition and subtraction of two
-digit numbers. Here are some of the children’s highlights:
‘I enjoyed PE because it gives you a lot of energy, and Art has been nice doing our tree
sculptures’ - Zachary
‘I enjoyed English because I liked writing the piece telling Sadiq Khan that we need to
protect the River Thames’ - Joanie
‘I liked R.E because I liked learning about Easter’ - Charlotte
‘I enjoyed outdoor PE because I liked throwing the ball in different ways’ - Ivo
‘I liked English because I loved reading the book Water Protectors’ - Isla
‘I liked learning about nomadic farmers in Somalia and drawing pictures and writing’ Toure

Ye a r 2 — Z i m m e r m a n C l a s s

Spring 2 has brought exciting new learning and challenges to Zimmerman Class! In English we have read two new books:
‘We Are Water Protectors’- which is about protecting our water supply- and ‘House Held Up By Trees’ which is about a
mysterious house that is held up by trees. These books were really exciting! This term in Maths we have learnt about a
wide range of topics such as addition and subtraction of two digit numbers, time and shape. We thought learning about
time was really fun. In Geography we learnt all about Somalia and compared it to the UK. We have learnt that Somalia has
a lot of camels and that it is really hot because it is on the equator. In Science we have learnt about the different habitats
of animals, and we have also explored microhabitats- which meant we have spent some time looking under logs! Finally, in
RE we have learnt about Christianity and the Easter story. We were really excited when we heard we were going on a trip to
our local church! Here are some quotes from members of Zimmerman class about their favourite parts of this term.
“I liked computing and typing an acrostic poem on the laptops!” – Juliette
“I enjoyed partitioning different numbers in Maths” – Malcolm
“I enjoyed planning an acrostic poem with my friends” – Elise
“I loved R.E because I like learning about Jesus and God” – Jasiel
“I loved English, particularly our writing on selling a house because we had to use loads of expanded noun phrases!” –
Mirabelle
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Ye a r 3 — B a z a l g e t t e C l a s s
We’ve had a super-fun half term in Bazalgette Class. We began the half-term with some
poetry, when we performed our class poem, inspired by the amazing book ‘Change Sings’
by Amanda Gorman, to parents. Since then, we have been further inspired by the magical
book, ‘Leon and the Place Between’ by Angela McAllister. We filled our stories with magical
events full of clowns, forests, magicians and even a few hippopotamuses!
We’ve also been reading a collection of short stories called ‘A Necklace of Raindrops’ by
Joan Aiken. We loved being able to read lots of different (but always magical) stories. Our
two favourites were ‘There’s Some Sky in this Pie’, where a couple floated away on an
amazing apple pie, and ’The Cat Sat on the Mat’, which featured a girl called Emma, a kind fairy and a very mean person called Sir Laxton Superb!
Continuing the magical theme, we made Wang shadow puppets in art. This is an ancient Chinese form of entertainment which we are turning into
puppet shows. We also learned about light and shadows in Science, working out what happens to shadows when we move objects closer to and further
from a light source, and showing- through investigation- that light travels in straight lines.
In History, we have been learning about entertainment through the 20th century – we discovered that
cinemas were incredibly popular in the first half of the 20th Century. People would often go to the cinema
three times a week to enjoy a film or to discover the latest news. Then TV came along and many cinemas
closed down, including around 20 in Lewisham (some very near our school!). We also learned about the
Rivoli Ballroom in Crofton Park, which was a cinema 100 years ago, but was then transformed into an
amazing ballroom that has actually been used for Strictly Come Dancing!
In Maths, we have been learning about division – including techniques like grouping and sharing. Our
computer went all glitchy, which was hilarious! We had a really fun lesson when we went outside in the
sunshine and 24 of us divided ourselves by 2, then by 4 and then by 8. It was awesome. Meanwhile, in SRE
we learned about how animals (including humans) make babies.
We also loved Reading Week – we won the prize for the most reading in the whole school! Woo-hoo! We’re
looking forward to improving our book corner as our prize.
Finally, in RE, we’ve been learning about the story of Jesus’s death on Good Friday and his resurrection on
Easter Sunday. We were very interested to learn that it is called ‘Good’ Friday because – even though it was
the day Jesus died – Christians believe that Jesus’s death led to his resurrection, which is the most
important event in Christianity. On that note, Happy Easter everyone!

Ye a r 3 — Va n G o g h C l a s s
We can’t believe we are at the end of our second term in Year 3! Time really is flying.
In writing we have been reading two amazing stories. Our first story was a magical
book called ‘Leon and the Place Between’ by Angela McAllister. We wrote our own
versions of it filled with lots of magical events and mystical unknown places. Miss
Rochester was very proud of our stories and of how amazing our writing has been
this whole term. We really enjoyed Reading Week – and lots of fun was had doing
the mystery book trail!
We have also been reading a beautiful collection of short stories called ‘A Necklace
of Raindrops’ by Joan Aiken. We have really enjoyed these magical stories. Our favourite story was ‘The Cat Sat on the Mat’ which was about a
girl called Emma and very mean person called Sir Laxton Superb!
In Maths, we have been working very hard on division and have learned about the different techniques involved: grouping and sharing, for
example. We had a really fun lesson in the hall and 24 of us divided ourselves by 2, then by 4, then by 8. The children had a lot of fun as they
learned!
In History we have been learning about British leisure and entertainment and how this has changed over time. Did you know that Lewisham
had over 20 venues showing films back in the 1900s?! In RE this term we have been learning all about the Bible and the story of Easter. We
were very interested to learn that Easter eggs come are a symbol of the empty
tomb from which Jesus was resurrected.
We have also been really busy in PE this term playing netball with Graham, and
in Art we designed and made Wang shadow puppets. This is an ancient
Chinese form of entertainment, which we are turning into puppet shows. This
linked well with our Science learning earlier in the term, in which we
investigated how to change the size of shadows by changing the distance
between the light source and the object making the shadow. At the moment in
Science we are learning about different types of rock and how they are formed,
and we have also been looking at some actual fossils and finding out how they
are formed as well.
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Ye a r 4 — H e p w o r t h C l a s s
In English, we have based our learning on the book ‘Odd and the Frost Giants’
by Neil Gaiman. We have also been learning about Norse Gods and Goddesses
and their divine gifts. This is an extract from one of our classmate’s books:
“I successfully outwitted the devious, malefic frost giant. It took a while but all I
had to do was use the tricks you taught me”
Here’s another uplifting extract:
“After a while, I found a glistening pool of water and I decided to set up camp there.”
We really enjoyed learning about the Norse gods.
(If you don’t know the Norse gods are, they include Loki, Thor, Odin, Frey, Freya and Frigg)
Our classmate also drew a really great version of the book cover – he even drew it free hand!
For Maths we have been learning about bus stop method (used to solve division problems) and
about the units of measurement of length. We measured the length and width of Pen (in metres) and
wrote it down in our books.
In Teaching of Reading we have been reading ‘Overheard in a Tower Block’, with poems by Joseph
Coelho. This is a small extract of “Electri-city:
‘In Electri-city, ideas flow on a circuit.
You’ve got to be connected but POW! It’s worth it.’
We performed the poem with actions, which is a good way of helping us to memorise the words.
In RE, we have been learning about different forms of worship in Christianity. We went to St Saviour’s
Church and asked many questions of the priest, Father David, learning a lot about
Christianity and talking about Jesus and Mary.
CONGRATULATIONS!
In Art, we have been learning about the Iron Giant and sculpted a figure of the Iron Giant.
We used soft clay and nails to make the sculpture of the Iron Giant and its base.
We have also drawn figures with joints and put detail into their eyes.

Ye a r 4 — W r e n C l a s s

Huge congratulations and well done
to Harris who achieved his yellow
belt in jujitsu recently. We are so
proud of you!

It has been another jam-packed term in Wren Class! We have loved investigating our big question, ‘What united Europe?’, and have been hooked on all
things Viking related, linking it to settlements in Writing and Geography.
In Writing, we have been reading ‘Odd & the Frost Giant’ by Neil Gaiman. We made predictions at the beginning of the book and were shocked to see how
the ending actually turned out! We have rewritten the story in our own words, explaining how the characters felt during the story and using these words in
our writing. We loved it! We have also looked at ‘The Matchbox Diaries’ and we learnt how everyone can keep a diary, even if they can’t read or write. We
loved seeing all the items Miss Gott decided to bring in, and the illustrations in the book were amazing! We brought our own items into school and wrote
about them. It was so much fun to see all the items everyone selected; we even saw pictures of us when we were in Nursery!
In Maths, we have started learning about measurement and were given the project of measuring the perimeter of the playground. We used lots of
different types of measuring things, using our hands, feet, metre sticks and measuring wheels. We have also been converting centimetres to millimetres
and metres. As well as measurement, we have learnt lots about division and how to use the bus stop method. We have solved word problems, which
were tricky, but it was exciting to solve them! It was mindboggling!
In Teaching of Reading, we have been reading ‘Overheard in a Tower Block’ by Joseph Coelho, which is about the
author’s early life at Binley House. We enjoyed reading and listening to the emotional poems. We identified different
ways the author made the poems interesting and memorable. We really enjoyed it and we will never forget it.
In Science, we have been learning about sound and discussing how sound travels. We have looked at how sound is
made by vibrations with fun
experiments using drums and rice, bells and beaters. Everyone loved seeing how
sound waves travelled.
In RE, we went on a great trip to St Saviour’s! We loved meeting the priest, who was very funny and answered all our
questions. Did you know babies are put in holy water, which is called baptizing? We were fascinated to learn about
Mary and how blue was once used as colours for girls- and pink for boys! We adored going to the church and can’t
wait to go again.
In Geography, we have been learning about Viking settlers and what they needed to survive in horrible conditions.
We have learnt about when and where they lived, and also about the architecture of longships. Our Writing is connected, amazingly, to Geography. The long ships have wooden dragons as the head. It was really interesting to learn
about it.
By Amaka, Mabel and Zoe
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Ye a r 5 — G u c c i C l a s s
It has been an interesting term for Year 5. Firstly, we went on our first school trip to Shoreditch to learn about street art and
graffiti. We really enjoyed our day out. It inspired us to use images to enhance our Art and English lessons.
Some of us participated in the Laban performance at Blackheath Halls. This was an unforgettable experience. We had an
opportunity to present our unique dance in front of the audience. The whole event was like an astonishing lesson of
collaboration, respect and self-regulation (especially before the performance, nervously waiting to be on the stage).
We have been working hard on our presentation and performing skills. In English and Teaching of Reading we had many opportunities to present our writing
and perform in role to get to know the character better. This has helped us work on projecting our voices
and gaining confidence in public speaking.
We read the book “Freedom Bird” by Jerdine Nolen. It gave us an opportunity to learn about the American
Civil War. We realised how much we remembered from the autumn term, when we were learning about
slavery in the context of the book “Black and British”, by David Olusoga. We have recently created an
extended piece of writing, applying our knowledge of creative writing as well as punctuation rules, especially
the use of inverted commas in a dialogue.
We wrote many breathtaking poems, inspired by the book “Change Sings”,
by Amanda Gorman. During Writing Week, we also shared them in the school playground with the wider community of
family and friends.
We had a fantastic Reading Week, full of fun activities and challenges. We
really enjoyed “Drop Everything and Read”, when we had an announcement
during the lessons and we had to stop everything and enjoy reading! In
Maths, we are getting much more confident in our fluency but also in our
creative approach to this subject. We do lots of reasoning! We are looking
for connections between the topics and often try to see applications for
Maths in everyday situations (during registration, dividing into groups during
PE lessons, sharing resources, time needed for specific activity, estimation
etc). Maths is everywhere!

Ye a r 5 — M i y a z a k i C l a s s

CONGRATULATIONS!

An extra special mention to Alice

Miyazaki class has had an incredibly busy Spring 2!
in Miyazaki class who has
Our first week back we went on an amazing Street Art
achieved a mark of distinction in
Tour in Shoreditch! We learned so much about the
her recent Jazz Alto Sax Grade 2
legalities surrounding street art and techniques for
examination! Well done Alice!
creating street art, including paste-ups, resin,
stencilling, and more! We even saw two original Banksy pieces! In Art we have worked with Gucci
class to design our own street art inspired piece, and have been painting the old piano and bench
that resides in our art room. We also have big plans for when the scaffolding finally comes down!
In the second week of Spring 2 we went to Blackheath Hall to perform our Laban dance at Live
Dance 2022. Our routine was about the changing of the seasons from the frosty winter into the
blossoming beauty of spring. It was a fantastic show and we are so thankful to all our families for coming out to support us!
We’ve also had Reading week and World Book Day this half-term! We had some fabulous costumes
in Miyazaki and everyone shared a favourite book. We had so many wonderful presentations that it
was difficult for us to vote for a class winner! However, Alfie and his impersonation of Captain
Haddock stole the show and won some TinTin books for our school library. Congratulations, Alfie!
In English this half-term, we have been reading ‘Freedom Bird’ by Jerdine Nolen and learning about
the American Civil War. We’ve produced some outstanding writing including dialogue and a double
page spread. We enjoyed making the double
page spread and researching the American Civil War for it. We used the features of a non-chronological report and thought carefully about how to lay out
our texts to achieve maximum impact.
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Ye a r 6 — G i u g i a r o C l a s s
This term Giugario class have had an amazing RE trip to St. Saviour’s
church, where we met the priest, Father David. The trip was informative
and interesting and it helped us develop our knowledge of Christianity.
In particular, we learnt more about the different practices of the
Orthodox Easter, as well as the different symbols of Christianity. Edie
was even allowed to try on one of the robes that Father David wears
during his different services.
We have also really loved Reading Week; our favourite part was the
pajama party! The stories were great too – Niyah’s favourite story was ‘How to Live Forever’ by Colin Thompson. We enjoyed
the pillow fight too! For World Book Day we enjoyed listening to everyone’s favourite story. There were many fabulous
costumes but we loved Takumi’s Aragorn costume from Lord of the Rings: he had spent weeks sewing together each part.
We also enjoyed the reading club at lunchtime as there was lots to do, from reading your own book, reading and writing some
poetry and listening to audio books.
For the last few weeks, Giugiaro class have been working hard on a writing competition called The Mighty Write – If I Ruled
the World. The competition organisers are looking for creative thinkers, rising stars or future leaders and we think our class
has what it takes!
As a class, we have been challenged to write about one thing we would change if the world was in our hands. We have let our
imaginations run wild and we believe anything is possible. Our entries could be in any form: stories, poetry or speeches. Our
class have produced some amazing speeches and poetry outlining our vision for what we would do if we were in charge. We
will be having a class vote to choose our favourite three, which will then be entered into the competition.
In Art, we have enjoyed being creative and creating abstract sculptures inspired by Alexander Calder, and in Science we are
currently learning about the human circulatory system: heart, blood vessels and blood.
Last week we completed our mock SATs and
they weren’t that bad- in fact, some of us
enjoyed the week. Obviously, the best part of
the week was the biscuits at the end of each
test!

Action Tutoring
Year 5 & Year 6—continuing after Easter!
We have been so excited to have had Action Tutoring up and running with both Year 5 & Year 6, and it
is clear to see the huge impact Action Tutoring have had on the children’s learning and their ability to
apply their skills and deepen their knowledge. This has lead to a massive increase in their confidence,
which is so important in Maths! It is an opportunity for pupils to learn different Maths skills and
methods from tutors, who give up their time every week to help us. Every week children have the same
tutor who works with two or three of them before school even begins! Tutoring such as this helps them
to develop different skills in Maths, developing their confidence as well as getting the Year 6 children
ready for secondary school.
Well done to all, and we are so excited to see what
progress you will make next term! Keep up the superb
work!
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Ye a r 6 — E i f fe l C l a s s
Year 6 have had an incredibly jam-packed half-term of learning! We
loved publishing our Amanda Gorman biographies and poetry inspired
by ‘Change’ ready for the school writing display. Following this, we
found strange keys in our trays and imagined what they were for. It all
became clear when we began reading ‘The Invention of Hugo Cabret’ –
this story has inspired us to write newspaper reports and diary entries
working on different grammatical skills and considering our audience
and purpose.
Maths this term has been all about fractions, decimals and percentages! We have
enjoyed applying our understanding to different puzzles and problems and creating
‘Would you rather…?’ percentage posters.
Reading Week was also fun and exciting and
we particularly liked being able to Drop Everything & Read each day. Ms Bissell found it
difficult to choose one winner on World
Book Day as everyone put in so much effort, and our presentations left us with lots
of book recommendations.
We were extremely lucky to visit St Saviour’s and meet
Father David as part of our RE learning on Christianity & Easter, and in Geography
we have also been learning about the city of Manaus in South America and comparing its geographical features to where we live. Our Science work is currently
focused on the human circulation system and its structure and function. Ask us
questions to see what we already know! Ms Bissell has loved teaching us Netball
this term and we have progressed in our skills and understanding of the game; we
all played a full netball match applying the rules of the game! Finally, last week we
undertook a mock SATs week to help us prepare for our exams in May. It was
challenging but we all did fantastically well, and everyone is so proud of the progress we have made in such a short space of time! We hope that all Year 6 pupils
have a fun and restful holiday and keep working hard ready for another BIG term
coming up!

KS2 Football Celebrations
A big well done to all of the children
involved in the Saturday school's league
which is played on Blackheath. The
season is
drawing to
a close and
Graham
wanted
everyone to know how well the children have
represented Dalmain over the season.
Congratulations to all!

Art
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Children have produced stunning work this half term honing a range of skills in Art and
DT. They have excelled themselves in exploring a diverse set of projects ranging from
sculpture and pastel moonscapes in Art to working prototype models to catch Frost
Giants in DT!
Children in Reception continued their artistic
journey this term by exploring all sorts of artistic activities, including these wonderful garden
scenes based on the book ‘The Extraordinary
Gardener’ Children explored techniques such
as wax resist, oil pastel and acrylic to create
these vivid garden settings, using shapes to create flowers plants and insects.
In Year 1
pupils studied the abstract moonscapes of artists
Wayne Chisnell and Bet Low, making comparisons
between abstract forms and representations. Children
have used chalks and charcoal to overlay colours and

learned how to blend, smudge and stipple to create patterns and textures. Their final
pictures are truly magnificent!

As part of their sculpture focus, Year 2 have been
learning about the myths and folklore
surrounding the mighty baobab tree. After
sketching the trees in their natural form, children
studied ornamental sculptures and designs.
Children began by moulding trunks from clay and
twisting wire to create branches, taking care to
emulate the distinctive shape of the tree. They
painted the trunks and chose a range of
materials to create foliage on their branches, so
creating wonderful abstract interpretations of the
baobab tree!
Children in Year 3 have been studying the origins of shadow puppetry in DT this half term, and have designed and made their own
puppets using pivots and levers to enable their creations to move all their body parts.

Year 4 have been building prototype traps to catch a Frost Giant
this half term, and have thought of some very dastardly ways of capturing these troublesome creatures! Children have constructed
cranes and levers, trap doors and wooden spikes controlled by pulleys and constructed some excellent working prototypes.

Dalmain School Newsletter
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Children in Year 5 started the term with a trip to Shoreditch to learn about
some of the magnificent street art our capital is famous for. The trip gave
them an understanding of its origins and popular topics of inspiration
which provided them with a foundation to complete their own designs.
Children have been busy transforming the piano in the art room into a
piece of installation art inspired by muralism and street art!
Children in Year 6 have been learning about the sculptures of Alexander
Calder and Olafur Elliason this half-term, exploring how shape can be
manipulated through light and shadow. Children designed their own sculptures and have been building interpretations based on their
designs that have also been influenced by messages of peace in response to what has been developing in the Ukraine. Children have
used clay, wire, reflective card and LEDs to create some magnificent sculptures.

This term, our incredibly talented Drawing Club have continued their amazing work drawing endangered species, focusing their
fantastic drawing skills on Pangolins and Turtles.
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Writing Laureate
Award
Since the start of this school term, we have been absolutely astounded by the standard of writing
that our pupils have produced. The following children have been chosen to receive our Dalmain
Laureate Award for their exceptional progress, use of high-quality vocabulary and application of
literary skills across the curriculum. Unfortunately we can’t invite parents and carers in to see their
work, but the children are incredibly proud it, and rightly so. We are so impressed to see what they
have achieved! Look out for these future authors!

Reception: Leyla & Harley
Year 1: Eva & Pasha
Year 2: Toure & Amberlie
Year 3: Blossom & Saffiya
Year 4: Olivia S & Enita
Year 5: Alfie & Fauziat
Year 6: Itzel & Hassan
CONGRATULATIONS TO EVERYONE!

Te r m D a t e s
Term

First Day

Last Day

Easter Holidays

Monday 4th April

Monday 18th April

Summer Term 1

Tuesday 19th April

Friday 27th May

Half Term

Monday 30th May

Monday 6th June

Summer Term 2

Tuesday 7th June

Thursday 21st July

Summer Holidays

Monday 25th July

Friday 2nd September

Autumn Term 1

Monday 5th September

Friday 21st October

Half Term

Monday 24th October

Friday 28th October

Autumn Term 2

Monday 31st October

Thursday 15th December
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Clubs at Dalmain

Debate Mate League Update
When we heard we had got through to the second round of the
Debate Mate League Cup we were buzzing with excitement. As it’s
the first time Dalmain has had a debate team we didn’t think we
would get through to the second round. However, we did!
We hosted the second round at Dalmain, where we had five other
school visiting and our three Dalmain teams. The seen motion
(which means we knew what the motion was in advance) up for
debate was that ‘All children should go to boarding school’. Although we could plan our arguments for and against we only found
out that night if we were ‘proposition’ (for the motion), or
‘opposition’ (against the motion). In this round one Dalmain team
won their debate.
The second debate was an unseen motion, ‘Parents evening should be banned’. For this debate we hadn’t
prepared and had to think on the spot for reasons supporting or opposing the motion. As a result of our
tremendous hard work and great debating skills, every Dalmain team won their debate!
We are eagerly awaiting to hear if we have scored enough points to get into the final!
Sohan and Grace
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Spor ts at Dalmain

Swimming
Huge congratulations to the
Dalmain Swimming Team for an
impressive performance at the
Lewisham Swimming Gala.
Our team competed in individual
races in all the strokes against tough competition from local schools.
We won eight medals in total, a best ever performance from Dalmain!
More importantly our children showed great sportsmanship on the day,
encouraging each other and
congratulating each other on all
performances in the pool.

A great afternoon for Dalmain
Primary School and for our
incredible children.
Well done to all involved!
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Clubs at Dalmain

What a brilliant term the LAMDA students at
Dalmain have had! The children have continued
to explore a variety of fun children’s poetry in
class with their LAMDA teacher. Lessons have
involved developing a variety of performance
skills, including voice projection, diction and eye
contact whilst speaking. More recently, the
children have been working in depth on how
they can use vocal and facial expression to help
effectively convey the mood of a piece to an
audience.
This half-term also saw many LAMDA students
participate in the Bromley Festival of Music and
Speech. The Festival took place at Farringtons
School and involved pupils from Year 1 all the
way up to
Year 6 performing a poem in front of a big audience and some judges. All the children involved did a brilliant job and
should be very proud of themselves! A
special mention must go to Year 5
student’s Dora and Walter who both
took home a medal. We want to take
this opportunity to say a BIG well done
to everybody who participated.
We are looking forward to next term,
when many of the students will be
working towards their graded LAMDA
exam- and also an exciting summer
showcase!

T h e Fr i e n d s o f D a l m a i n

July 2021
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Attendance
Your child’s attendance at school every
day is vital for their progress and
attainment, both academically and
socially. Poor attendance can affect
children’s ability to make and keep
friendships, which is a vital part of
growing up, and of course we don’t
want any child falling behind
academically at this crucial time in their
educational careers.
We have high aspirations for every
child, and we are committed to enabling
all of our pupils to achieve and sustain
the highest level of attendance,
believing that every lesson counts. We
encourage good attendance for these
reasons and to fulfill our statutory
safeguarding responsibilities.
90% Threshold for Absences
We work directly with families to support
good attendance and punctuality. When
a child has 20 or more days off school
during the year, their attendance will
be 90% or below.
Attendance Letters
If your child’s attendance falls to 90% or
below, you will receive a letter regarding
this. If your child’s attendance does not
improve in four weeks you will receive
another letter, and if your child’s
attendance still fails to improve then you
will be invited into the school for an
attendance panel meeting.
Sessions Missed
Each ‘session’ equates to half a day; if your child has missed 10 sessions for example, this means that
they have missed 5 days of school.
Covid Absences—DfE changes since September 2021
Unfortunately, because of changes to DfE guidelines made at the start of the year, if your child is off
school with Covid this will now affect your child’s attendance record.
How to Contact Us
When your child is off school, please confirm this in writing via email. You will be asked to provide proof
of any appointments your child may have to the School Office either in person, so that the school can
retain a photocopy, or you can attach any relevant documents via email.
Please email attendance@dalmain.lewisham.sch.uk by 9:00am (when registers close) if your child is
not going to be in school, indicating the specific reason for their absence
Alternatively you can report absence via ParentMail under Absences.
Thank You For Your Support
We know that you, as your child’s parent/carer, want your child to get on well in life. Children only get
one chance at school, and your child’s chances of a successful future may be affected by not attending
school every day on time, and we thank you in advance for your support with this matter.

O f f i c e Te a m
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Reporting Medical Absences—email office@dalmain.lewisham.sch.uk
If your child has an allergy or medical need, please ensure you update the School Office as soon as possible
by emailing office@dalmain.lewisham.sch.uk This will ensure that the school holds the correct information
and procedures for your child.
If your child cannot attend school, will arrive late or needs to be collected early due to a medical
appointment, you will need to provide proof of the appointment. This can be a letter, appointment card or a
screenshot of the text message. If medical evidence is not provided, their absence will not be authorised. We
do ask that medical appointments are planned outside of school hours whenever possible, so that your child
does not miss out on their learning.

Payment Reminder for School Residential Trips
For the upcoming residential trips, please make payments in full by the below:
Year 6 PGL—29 / 04 / 2022
Year 4 Naturesbase—27 / 05 / 2022
Year 6 Kingswood—04 / 07 / 2022

Self-isolation - Positive Results
If your child tests positive for COVID-19 we advise that they self-isolate for 5 days. If they have had two consecutive negative lateral flow tests on the 5th and 6th day with no high temperature they can return to
school on the 6th day. Test must be taken at least 24 hours apart. If your child remains positive on day 5,
then a negative test would be done on both day 6 and day 7 to release from self-isolation, or positive on day
6, then a negative test is required on days 7 and 8, and so on until the end of day 10.

Thank you to all parents and carers for your support every day!
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I n c l u s i o n Te a m

For other support you may need over the Half Term, we have a list of agencies and their contact
details on our website under Home / Parents & Carers / Safeguarding & Wellbeing

The Albany invites young
people aged 7-10 to
attend our 4 days of

Easter Holiday
Arts Club 2022
At the Easter Holiday Arts Club
2022, young people will play, work
together and take part in activities,
such as drama, food making and
gardening at the Albany, where we have
a lovely garden space. Lunch will be provided every day.
Spaces are limited, and priority will be given to young people who are
eligible for free school meals and Lewisham Homes Residents.
Please email for more information or complete this online application
form to apply for a space here.
Interested in Easter Activities for 10-16 year olds? Find out more here.

Venue: At the Albany
Age Group: 7-10 years
Length: 4 hours
Dates: Monday 4th, Tuesday 5th, Thursday 6th April—all at the
same time
Times Each Day: 10:00am—2:00pm
Tickets: FREE to young people eligible for Free School Meals &
Lewisham Homes residents. Standard price is £25

Want more information?
Contact our Youth and Participation team
Call 07984 355 826 or email: creative@thealbany.org.uk

CLUBS & MUSIC
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All clubs & instrumental lessons
will run on the following dates:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Monday 25 April
Monday 2 May
Monday 9 May
Monday 16 May
Monday 23 May
HALF TERM
6.
Monday 6 June
7. Monday 13 June
8.
Monday 20 June
9.
Monday 27 June
10. Monday 4 July

These dates can be also be
found on the school website.
Dalmain
School
Grove Close, Brockley Rise,
London SE23 1AS
Phone: 020 8699 2675
Email: admin@dalmain.lewisham.sch.uk
Twitter: @dalmainschool
www.dalmain.lewisham.sch.uk

